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This is a bit of a funny group of phonemes – I don’t think 
of OY, OA and QU going together naturally! 

I’ve grouped them this way because they are all reviewed 
together during Week 4 of North Lanarkshire’s Active 
Literacy Stage 2 phonics programme. 

So if you are using Active Literacy, this will be perfect for 
you (along with the CK and AI files – those are also 
reviewed during Week 4). If you are following another 
programme, I hope these flashcards are still useful, even 
if the grouping is slightly odd. 
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Grouping Phonemes



Picture Flashcards –

OY
Words with the OY sound are harder to find than you would 
think! This set of picture flashcards has fewer words than 
most other sets. They are still (roughly) arranged in 
difficulty order, although because of the small number of 
words, there are not really ‘groups’ of different word 
types to use as the focus of a mini-lesson. 

At the end of the OY words, I’ve included a few with ‘oy’ in 
the middle. This is unusual – OY is usually found at the end 
of the word. Oyster and royal are exceptions, but most 
words with OY in the middle have a base word like ‘employ’ 
and then a word ending added on (employer). 

Hope these are useful! Feel free to post on my blog and let 
me know how you use these in your own classroom – I’m 
always looking for new ideas. 
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boy

oy



joy

toys

enjoyed

enjoy



cowboy

joyful

oyster

royal
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employer

annoyed



Picture Flashcards –

OA
The OA phoneme is much more common than OY, so you will 
be able to use these differentiated flashcards more 
effectively, I hope. 

I have included: 
• 8 simple OA words (coat, boat, goat, road, toad, soak, 

coal, foam).
• 3 words with beginning or ending blends (toast, coast, 

float)
• 4 OA verbs with the ‘ing’ ending (toasting, boating, 

soaking, foaming)
• 4 compound OA words (coastline, sailboat, rowboat, 

raincoat)

Use as many or as few as are appropriate for your class. 
For the compound words, all of the base OA words are 
included, so you can easily include a mini-lesson on 
compound words using these flashcards. 
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coat

oa



toad

road

goat

boat
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float

foam

coal

soak



foaming

boating

coast

toast
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coastline

sailboat

toasting

soaking
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rowboat

raincoat



Picture Flashcards –

QU

Words with QU are similar to the OY words -
there aren’t many of them that are accessible 
for our youngest learners. However, I’ve 
managed to find 9 different ‘QU’ words, and 
they are arranged in (roughly) order of 
difficulty. 

Hope these are helpful at teaching and/or 
reinforcing the ‘QU’ phoneme for your class. 
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quilt

qu
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quiet

queen

quick

quack



=

quarter

quail

square

equal
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